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SDG 6
Ensuring just and sustainable water infrastructure
BY MEER A K ARUNANANTHAN, BLUE PL ANET PROJEC T AND SUSAN SPONK , UNIVERSIT Y OF OT TAWA 1

Public services take care of our most essential needs, but around the world many communities continue
to fight to fully enjoy their rights to these services. Globally, communities have fought against private,
for-profit finance models for essential public services like water and sanitation. Experience has shown
that strong quality water and sanitation services that address the needs of all without discrimination, are
accountable to the people they serve, and are responsible towards watersheds, must be publicly owned,
financed and operated.

Despite growing evidence that the privatization of

6

How has private financing failed?

water and sanitation services has failed communities, proponents of the model often cite the lack of

The idea that private financing is desirable is a

public funding as a reason to bring in private inves-

powerful myth. Starting in the 1990s, cash-strapped

tors. This chapter challenges the myths surrounding

governments began turning to private investors,

private financing and outlines some key considera-

hoping they would build or renovate much-needed

tions for community activists and decision-makers

infrastructure to reach underserved populations,

seeking to promote or protect fair public financing

such as low-income users or scattered populations in

models for water and sanitation services. While it

rural areas. Often multilateral lenders, such as the

provides an overview of strategies for public financ-

World Bank, forced governments to privatize services

ing that are working for local governments around

in exchange for loans needed to stabilize their econo-

the world, it makes clear that there is much work to

mies. In other cases, governments privatized services

be done globally in order to establish equitable tax

hoping to attract new sources of financing and bene-

regimes to allow for independent self-sustaining pub-

fit from private sector knowledge.

lic financing models. Campaigns for public financing
for water and sanitation must be combined with

Today, much of the empirical research shows that

efforts to ensure global tax justice.

private sector participation has not only fallen short
of these goals, it has resulted in governments failing
in their obligations to ensure safe drinking water and
sanitation for all.2 In 2006, the World Bank concluded
that private participation in infrastructure “has disappointed – playing a far less significant role in

1

This text was originally published as part of the Water Justice
Toolkit in 2016 (http://www.blueplanetproject.net/index.php/
water-justice-toolkit/). The authors thank David Boys, David Hall
and Shiney Varghese for their contributions.

2

Hall/Lobina (2012).
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financing infrastructure in cities than was hoped

government when it refused to raise water rates

for [...].”3

in the context of the country’s 2001–2002 financial
crisis. Often, multinational corporations will create

This conclusion has to do with simple economics.

a shell company to benefit from an agreement when

Water and sanitation infrastructure requires high

the country they are investing in does not have a BIT

up-front costs. In order to recover these costs and

with its home base, as was the case with Suez compa-

make a profit, the private sector must either charge

ny in Bolivia, which created a Dutch subsidiary in the

rates that are unaffordable to large segments of the

absence of an agreement with its home base, France.

population, or cut corners over the long run, affect-

6

ing the quality of services, environmental standards

Finally, relying on private, external finance sources

and labour rights. In the 1990s, private companies

also exposes the government to currency risk. Multi-

took over Jakarta’s water services with the promise

national corporations usually insist on fixing water

of a 22 percent return on investment in return for in-

rates in US dollars, which can be extremely expensive

creasing service coverage and reducing water losses.

in the event of currency devaluation, as noted in the

In 2015, a Jakarta district court annulled the private

Argentine case mentioned above. Corporations are

concessions, arguing that the human right to water

simply less able to adapt to local needs and circum-

and sanitation had been violated, pointing to the fail-

stances since they have one legal mandate – to return

ure of the private sector to live up to its promises.

profits to their shareholders.

In France, the private sector resorted to accounting

Public financing is possible

tricks, only partially disclosing profits within municipal financial reports in order to avoid reinvesting

Water and sewage needs can be met through public

proceeds. In Africa, where the needs for investment

financing. Public financing continues to be the main

are greatest, the private sector has proven unwilling

source of financing for water and sewage infrastruc-

and unable to meet the needs of populations in terms

ture in the world.

of infrastructure and services. The public sector
remains the greatest source of finance.4

In high-income countries, universal water and sanitation infrastructure was built by the public sector.

Private investors must be lured with policies that

In the context of rapid urbanization and industrial

protect their profits, particularly in markets that

development in 19 th century Europe, water utilities

are deemed risky, or that are in most need of new

were created or taken over by municipal govern-

infrastructure. Such policies often end up violating

ments in nearly all countries, including the UK. Even

the rights of poor people. For example, in the 1990s,

in France, where private operators have been present

full cost recovery tariff policies in South Africa led

in the sector since the mid-19 th century, it was munici-

to the introduction of pre-paid water metres. When

pal governments that financed the extension of the

people could no longer afford to pay, they returned to

network. As a Public Services International Research

using unsafe sources of water, resulting in a cholera

Unit (PSIRU) report concludes, water systems around

epidemic that killed hundreds of people.

the world have been built and extended almost exclusively by the public sector.5

Private companies have also pushed governments
to sign investment treaties that protect the corpo-

In middle-income countries in Africa, Asia, the

rate right to profit over social needs. In Argentina, a

Middle East and Latin America, the role of the State

bilateral investment treaty (BIT) with France allowed

in investing in infrastructure is explicitly recognized

French multinational water companies to sue the

as a central element in development and economic
growth. In Africa, restoring the role of the State in fi-

3

Quoted in ibid., p. 7.

4 Ibid.
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Water in the MENA region: privatization amid scarcity
BY HOUSING AND L AND RIGHTS NET WORK – HABITAT INTERNATIONAL COALITION (C AIRO)

At the historic confluence of civ-

Mekorot’s services marketed to

Publicly marketed projects such

ilizations, peoples, religions and

complicit local governments in

as Lebanon’s “Blue Gold” confers

deeply intermingling cultures,

other countries 4 distort target 6.a

a public asset to profit-seeking

the Middle East and North Africa

of the SDGs that calls for expand-

local and off-shore business and

(MENA) region also features ma-

ed international cooperation and

private banks,7 while also threat-

jestic obstacles to achieving SDG

capacity-building support to de-

ening acquired water rights.

6. The characteristic scarcity of

veloping countries in water- and

Similar processes in Morocco and

water and the dire consequences

sanitation-related activities and

Mauritania have sparked mass

of climate change combine with

programmes.

protests.8

water governance, inequitable

Rather than developing the

Meanwhile, other MENA countries

distribution, poor infrastructure,

human right to water approach,

with functioning public water-re-

the world’s highest rate of capital

central and local governments

source management are under

flight, mega projects altering

increasingly devolve water and

domestic and external pressure

major water courses, as well as

sanitation services to private

to surrender this vital and scarce

creeping privatization of this vital

interests. Although Lebanon’s

resource to private interests.

resource.1

Decree No.144/1925 considers

Despite the recognition that

water resources as public domain,

Tunisia’s local water-management

While water may be a subject of

its government has no public

associations (Groupements de

potential conflict in all regions,

policy and unified legislation

Développement Agricole) have

only in Palestine is it the object

regulating the management of

functioned “remarkably well,”

of institutionalized material dis-

water resources. Public institu-

OECD is pursuing a strategy for

crimination, 2 whereby the Israeli

tions lack sufficient capacity to

small-scale enterprises incre-

parastatal Mekorot is chartered

ensure everyone’s water services,

mentally to replace them toward

to dispossess and administer the

while 80 percent of public water

the corporate capture of public

water resources of the indigenous

supplies are polluted at the source

water.9

Palestinian people and deny their

or in distribution.5

human-made hazards of weak

equitable access to it, overtly

In an otherwise challenging natu-

privileging the foreign immigrant

The privatization of the water

ral and political environment, the

and settler population.3 Other

sector in Lebanon has ignored

dominant trend militates against

warring parties in the region

the human right to water and

mimic such governance models,

corresponding state obligations.6

using food and water as weapons.

7

Mosleh (2013) and EU Water Initiative/
OECD (2011).

8 HIC-HLRN (2012).
4

“Israel`s Mekorot Targets World Water

9

“OECD Calls for Privatizing Tunisia’s

1

Luhebe/al-Shamri (2015).

Market” (HIC-MENA News [by Reuters],

Water” (Land Times, Issue 11, November

2

Report to the French National Assembly

10 June 2012, www.hlrn.org/news.

2014, http://landtimes.landpedia.org/

“La géopolitique de l’eau” (rapport No.

php?id=pWhnZw==#.WQyEZ2y1tuk).

newsdes.php?id=pWhp&catid=ow==

HIC-HLRN (2008).

&edition=o2k=) and HIC-MENA News,

3

4070, 13 December 2011, www.assemblee-

5

nationale.fr/13/rap-info/i4070.asp), p. 30.

6 Arab NGO Network for Development et al.

Rabi (2014).

(2015).

27 October 2014 (www.hlrn.org/news.
php?id=pmlsag==#.WQyEMGy1tuk).
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the achievement of SDG 6, particularly the means of implementation
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nancing infrastructure is seen as a way to break from

infrastructure are realized at the level of the econo-

historically exploitative relationships with donors

my as a whole in terms of improved public health for

and private corporations.

the entire population over the long term. Saving lives
and containing the spread of diseases by providing

Meeting the infrastructure deficit is less expensive

quality water and sanitation services translate into

than one might think. Research by the PSIRU showed

benefits for the economy as a whole.

that countries with the highest level of need for
drinking water and sewage connections could deliver

Studies documenting experiences of women from

these services over a 10-year period with less than 1

around the world show that the consequences of

percent of GDP per year.6

privatization including higher tariffs, greater disconnection rates, declining water quality and lack

Why public financing is better

of decision-making power have a disproportionate
effect on poor women who are primarily responsi-

Before the neoliberal turn, water and sanitation

ble for managing household needs.7 Research from

infrastructure was long considered to be a ‘public
good’ because the benefits of water and sanitation

6 Ibid., p. 13.
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Dhaka, Bangladesh8 and Jakarta, Indonesia9 shows

In the UK, for example, the majority of households

that privatization has increased the physical and

pay annual charges based on the value of their prop-

emotional burden placed on women slum dwellers in

erty rather than the metred consumption of water.

those cities.

Corporations often get away with paying very low
property taxes, denying municipalities an important

Finally, public financing is more financially via-

source of revenue. This is in part due to the drive

ble than private financing. Ideally the State would

to attract investments from corporations seeking

finance construction directly from tax revenues.

out municipalities offering the lowest property tax

However, if it chooses to borrow, it can do so more

rates.10

cheaply than can the private sector. The public sector
pays lower rates of interest on loans than the private

There are also creative ways to cross-subsidize differ-

sector due to the superior security of tax revenue.

ent public services. In Ecuador, for example, a special

From the perspective of banks, private sector lending

tax was levied on telecommunications services,

is actually riskier since the private sector may not

which was transferred to the public water company

be able to secure long-term returns on sunk invest-

and used to improve water and sanitation.

ments. That is why, without exception, the large
expenses associated with building new infrastruc-

Municipalities may use other innovative taxes includ-

ture – not just operation and maintenance of existing

ing a hotel/tourist tax, a sin tax (alcohol, tobacco), a

infrastructure – require financial support from

road tax or a carbon tax. The important consideration

government.

is that all of these be combined in such a way that all
members of the community contribute according to

Methods of public financing

their means, and that the corporate, institutional and
wealthy are not able to avoid paying their fair share.

Taxes are the most important source of public
financing. There are many different options when

In addition to taxes, high- and middle-income coun-

it comes to designing equitable tax policies. While

tries have also used bonds to finance water and sew-

the below methods are more readily accessible to

age infrastructure. Countries in the global South are

local governments, it is important to note that central

also beginning to look at bonds as a source of funding

governments have a key role to play in ensuring that

for municipal infrastructure. In India, 25 municipal

local governments have sufficient public revenues to

bonds have been issued since 1997 out of which 17

provide quality water and sanitation services and to

have financed water and sanitation projects.11 Mu-

ensure consistency between poorer and richer neigh-

nicipal bonds have also been issued in South Africa,12

bourhoods with varying tax bases. In addition, they

Senegal13 and Mexico.

are responsible for funneling money from international donors. As such, sustainable publicly financed

Public banks also have an important role to play in

water and sanitation systems rely heavily on strong

financing infrastructure. As development specialist

commitments from central governments.

Thomas Marois argues, State-owned banks have
funded public infrastructure projects in countries

The main sources of municipal finance are property

as diverse as Brazil, China, Costa Rica, India, South

taxes, service charges/tariffs, fines, and equitable

Africa, Turkey and Venezuela. He estimates that

share transfers from central government. Since prop-

public banks control 22 percent of total banking

erty taxes are one way to measure asset wealth, this

assets in emerging countries and 8 percent in ad-

method is one the most equitable options for municipalities to finance water and sewage infrastructure.
10 Hall/Lobina (2012).
11 Gupta (2013).
8 Sultana/Mohanty/Miraglia (2013).

12 Brand (2014).

9

13 Swope/Kassé (2015).

Karunananthan (2015).
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vanced countries, representing a significant source

While the above methods are more readily accessible

of finance.14

to local governments, it is important to note that central governments have a key role to play in ensuring

A 2012 PSIRU study shows that very few countries

that local governments have sufficient public reve-

are unable to publicly finance water and sanitation

nues to provide quality water and sanitation services

through national resources.15 In these cases, external

and to ensure consistency between poorer and richer

aid may supplement public investments in infra-

neighbourhoods with varying tax bases. Central

structure. Meeting the water and sewage needs will

governments have much higher powers of taxation

require better targeting by donor countries from the

through income taxes, consumption taxes, corporate

global North and South.

taxes and royalties. In addition they are responsible
for funneling money from international donors. As

Water tariffs – better thought of as user fees for servic-

such, sustainable publicly financed water and sani-

es – are not technically a source of public financing.

tation systems rely heavily on strong commitments

Because they are more sustainable than financing

from central governments.

from the private, for-profit sector, tariff strategies
must be equitable and comply with human rights

Making public financing work for you

standards. For example, a base lifeline supply in South

6

Africa provides households with 6,000 litres of water

Eliminating the profit motive allows local govern-

per month for free before user fees are charged for

ments to reinvest in the water and sanitation system

consumption that exceeds this amount. Given that

and better serve the needs of communities and the

often, even with such measures, tariffs disproportion-

environment. When Paris took its water and sani-

ately penalize low-income households – particularly

tation services back into public hands, it was able

those with many people living under one roof, or that

to save 35 million euros while reducing tariffs by 8

have higher water needs due to a large number of chil-

percent in the first year.16 The savings allowed the

dren or ill family members – several safeguards need

utility to invest in watershed protection measures

to be in place to ensure that the human right to water

and stronger processes for public participation.

and sanitation is not violated, including public participation in decision-making regarding fee structures

The public sector isn’t always perfect – there are

and measures to ensure that tariffs are affordable

many poorly performing public utilities around the

to all. They should also include measures that would

world. However, the private sector’s inherently un-

enable higher-income households to cross-subsidize

democratic, profit-driven nature makes it ill-suited

low-income households. And even with such measures

to the responsibility of providing equitable quality

in place, tariffs can only be a supplement for revenue

water and sanitation services. To reject private fi-

generation through taxation.

nancing is to reject the continuous drive to protect or
expand profit margins; it means services can become

In India, the Delhi state administration came to pow-

accountable to the communities they serve rather

er on a promise of “free basic water” and demonstrat-

than to shareholders (often in a foreign country). It

ed during its first year how quickly this goal could be

also ensures that services are not beholden to invest-

made a reality. In 2015, Delhi began providing 20,000

ment protection treaties that safeguard the markets

litres of “free water” per month to each family, and

and profit margins of foreign investors, but rather

charging steep tariffs for consumption above that

to national and local public policies, human rights

fairly generous amount. This new policy generated

standards and environmental regulations.

greater revenues for the utility that year than previous years.

However, the battle does not end with eliminating
private financing in the sector. Efforts must be made

14 Marois (2013).
15 Hall/Lobina (2012).
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16 Pigeon (2012).
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to ensure that public financing serves to build more

Marois, Thomas (2013): State-owned banks and development:

democratic, participatory and accountable systems

Dispelling mainstream myths. Kingston: Municipal Services Project.

that serve the needs of communities. Community

http://municipalservicesproject.org/sites/municipalservicesproject.

engagement is a vital component of this process and
governments must ensure that mechanisms are set
up to effectively involve water users in decision-making. For example, in Paris, a citizens’ observatory
allows community organizations, water users, researchers and other interested parties to participate
in the governance of their water utility.17 In Venezuela, technical water committees (or mesas técnicas de
agua) bring local residents together with representatives of the public water utility to monitor services

org/files/event/OccasionalPaper21_Marois_State-owned_Banks_
and_Development_Dec2013.pdf
McMillan, Rebecca/Spronk, Susan (2013): Revolutionary
Grandmothers and Radical Engineers: Venezuela’s Technical Water
Committees. Ottawa: University of Ottawa, Faculty of Social Science.
https://socialsciences.uottawa.ca/international-developmentglobal-studies/sites/socialsciences.uottawa.ca.internationaldevelopment-global-studies/files/technicalwaterweb.pdf
National Network on Environments and Women’s Health (2009):
The Significance of Privatization and Commercialization Trends for
Women’s Health. Submission to the Office of the High Commissioner

and help plan state-financed infrastructure develop-

for Human Rights for the Independent Expert on the issue of human

ment.18 In both cases, public services were improved

rights obligations related to access to safe drinking water and

by making information more accessible and better

sanitation. Toronto.

engaging the communities served.

www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Water/ContributionsPSP/Council_
of_Canadians.pdf
Pigeon, Martin (2012): Une eau publique pour Paris: Symbolism
and success in the heartland of private water. In: Pigeon, Martin
et al. (2012): Putting water back into public hands. Amsterdam:

6

Transnational Institute.
www.municipalservicesproject.org/sites/municipalservicesproject.
org/files/uploadsfile/remunicipalisation-chap2-Paris.pdf
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Remunicipalization: putting water back into public hands
BY SATOKO KISHIMOTO 1

Over the past 15 years there has

Between March 2000 and March

been a significant rise in the

2015 researchers documented:

number of communities that have
taken private water and sanitation

Why are cities remunicipalizing?
Remunicipalization is often a

❙❙ 235 cases of water remunic-

collective response to the failures

services back into public hands – a

ipalization in 37 countries,

of water privatization and PPPs,

phenomenon referred to as “remu-

affecting more than 100 million

including lack of infrastructure

nicipalization”.

people.

investments, tariff hikes and environmental hazards. These fail-

What is remunicipalization?

6

❙❙ Locations include Accra

ures have persuaded communities

(Ghana), Almaty (Kazakhstan),

and policy-makers that the public

Remunicipalization refers to the

Antalya (Turkey), Bamako

sector is better placed to provide

return of privatized water supply

(Mali), Bogota (Colombia), Bu-

affordable, accessible, quality

and sanitation services to public

dapest (Hungary), Buenos Aires

services to citizens. The research

service delivery. More precisely,

(Argentina), Conakry (Guinea),

found that the factors leading

remunicipalization is the passage

Dar es Salaam (Tanzania),

to water remunicipalization are

of water services from privatiza-

Jakarta (Indonesia), Johannes-

similar worldwide, such as:

tion in any of its various forms

burg (South Africa), Kampala

– including private ownership of

(Uganda), Kuala Lumpur

assets, outsourcing of services, and

(Malaysia), La Paz (Bolivia), Ma-

public-private partnerships (PPPs)

puto (Mozambique) and Rabat

to full public ownership, manage-

(Morocco).

ment and democratic control.
Most cases of remunicipalization

tions in high-income countries

around the world have led to the

doubled between 2010 and 2015

termination of private contracts

(104 cases) compared to be-

before they were due to expire.

tween 2005 and 2009 (55 cases).

In other cases, local governments
to end water privatization.

es Salaam, Jakarta)
❙❙ Under-investment in infrastructure (Berlin, Germany;

❙❙ The number of remunicipaliza-

have waited until the expiry date

❙❙ Poor performance (Accra, Dar

Buenos Aires; Latur, India)
❙❙ Poor water quality (Rennes,
France; Cameron, Canada)
❙❙ Disputes over operational costs

❙❙ Public water operators are joining forces within countries and

and price increases (Almaty;
Maputo; Santa Fe, USA)

across borders to facilitate the
remunicipalization process.

❙❙ Soaring water bills (Buenos
Aires, Jakarta, La Paz, Kuala

1

This text is an excerpt from

Lumpur)

“Remunicipalization: A practical guide
for communities and policy makers”,
originally published as part of the
Water Justice Toolkit in 2016 (www.
blueplanetproject.net/index.php/waterjustice-toolkit/). The guide contains

76

❙❙ Environmental hazards (Hamilton, Canada)
❙❙ Monitoring difficulties (Atlan-

a comprehensive list of sources and

ta, USA; Berlin; Paris; Arenys de

references.

Munt, Spain)

Spotlights on the SDGs

❙❙ Lack of financial transparency
(Grenoble, France; Paris; Stuttgart, Germany)
❙❙ Workforce cuts and poor service levels (Antalya, Atlanta)

What have been the results of
remunicipalization?

More Resources
Remunicipalization: Putting Water
Back into Public Hands. 5-minute video
animation (English, Spanish, French, Italian,
Portuguese, German, Turkish, Greek):
www.youtube.com/watch?v=BlSM1TPm_k8
Our Public Water Future: The global
experience with remunicipalization (English,
French, Catalan, Italian), April 2015:
www.tni.org/en/publication/our-

While each case differs, there is

publicwater-future

strong evidence that remunici-

Global list of remunicipalizations, March

palization brings immediate cost

2015:

savings, operational effective-

www.tni.org/files/download/

ness, increased investment in

ourpublicwaterfuture-02_global_list.pdf

water systems, and higher levels

Here to Stay: Remunicipalisation as a

of transparency. In many instanc-

global trend (English, French, Japanese,

es, remunicipalization has offered

Portuguese, Turkish, Chinese and German),

a chance to make public water
services more accountable and
participatory, and to build environmentally sustainable models.

6

November 2014:
www.tni.org/en/publication/here-to-staywaterremunicipalisation-as-a-global-trend
www.municipalservicesproject.org/
publication/remunicipalisation-puttingwater-back-publichands.

Satoko Kishimoto is researcher at the
Transnational Institute (TNI) and coordinates the Reclaiming Public Water
network.
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